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What’s Not Working?

- **Information Access**
  - Efficient Access
  - Sub-County Data
  - Transparent
  - Reliable
  - Timely

- **Multisector Data & System Integration**

- **Community Health Assessments & Surveys**
What's Beginning to Work?

1) A **FRAMEWORK** to guide multisector collaboration & information exchange;
2) A **TOOL/SYSTEM** for integrating & transforming data into actionable information.
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DATA SOURCES
- HEALTHCARE
- LOCAL HD
- STATE HD
- OTHER SECTORS

TN DATA WAREHOUSE
- LOCAL HD
- STATE HD
- HEALTHCARE
- HIE
- OTHER SECTORS (Determinants)
- WEB SERVICES
- ACCESS CONTROL

END-USERS
- HEALTHCARE (Clinical Decision Support)
- LOCAL HD (Pop Health Decision Support)
- STATE HD (Pop Health Decision Support)
- OTHER SECTORS (Decision Support)

DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS

IMPROVED HEALTH
- Multisector Population Health
- Data Streams for Community Health
- Resources Targeted to Areas of Greatest Need
- Resources Targeted to Patients at Greatest Need
- Clinical-Community Linkages
- Clinical Quality
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